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Theodore Roosevelt
and his fellow Progressives hoped that universal military training would
“Americanize” the mass of newcomers who had recently landed on America’s
shores. Leonid Brezhnev similarly believed that widespread service in the Red
Army would forge a uniªed Soviet citizenry committed to “the Socialist Moth-
erland,” internationalism, and “the friendship of the peoples.”1 Like many
leaders before and after them, Roosevelt and Brezhnev turned to the armed
forces and the policy of universal military service at least in part to help build
cohesive national communities out of their countries’ multinational jumbles.

This view of the military as a key institution for the labeling and transmis-
sion of social values has roots stretching back to ancient Greece,2 but the armed
forces ªrst achieved great popularity as a nation builder toward the end of the
nineteenth century. At that time, the military was widely hailed across Europe
as a “school for the nation,” and its apparent success was emulated as far away
as czarist Russia and Meiji Japan. As countries across Africa and Asia won in-
dependence in the decades following World War II, they charged their armies
with weaving a national fabric rent by communal rifts. Throughout the twenti-
eth century, countries across the ideological spectrum have turned to the
armed forces in the quest for national integration.3
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This faith in the armed forces as a potential nation builder is unjustiªed, for
the proposition, and especially the theories underlying it, have received
insufªcient sustained scholarly attention.4 Over the decades, sociologists, his-
torians, and political scientists have usually paralleled national leaders in as-
serting the armed forces’ capacity to either shore up or undermine the national
construct, but their comments have usually been merely suggestive.5 Modern-
ization theorists notably hailed the military as the model modern organization
dedicated to sweeping change in the newly formed states of Africa and Asia.6

Others, observing that military rulers were often corrupt, played ethnic and
sectional politics, and overall exhibited more traditional than modern charac-
teristics, concluded that military service generally did not lead to new inclu-
sive identities, but rather highlighted and reinforced existing cleavages.7 Few,
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however, doubted that the armed forces would dramatically reshape society,
for good or for ill.8 And even fewer analyzed and assessed the underlying
causal logic and evaluated these claims in light of available evidence.

Three seemingly plausible mechanisms linking military service and the con-
struction of cohesive national communities—socialization, contact, and elite
transformation—may be teased out of the existing literature. First, the armed
forces may socialize soldiers to national norms embedded in the military’s
manpower policy, which determines who serves, at what level, and in what ca-
pacity. Second, the armed forces may bring together individuals of various eth-
nic, religious, and socioeconomic backgrounds in common cause and in a
collaborative spirit, providing a suitable environment in which to break down
communal barriers, as the “contact hypothesis” would suggest. Third, whether
through socialization or intense contact, the military may alter the views of fu-
ture leaders who later use their positions of inºuence to spread their revised
deªnition of the nation. All three mechanisms suggest that, under certain con-
ditions, military service leads individuals to reconsider their identity, their at-
tachments, and the deªnition of their political community, bringing these into
accord with their personal experiences and hence with military policy.9 Once
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ofªcers and soldiers have internalized the military’s national norms, they dif-
fuse this new vision throughout civilian society. If these mechanisms linking
military service and nationhood prove unsustainable, then scholars must con-
clude either that the two variables are independent of each other or that some
other mechanism, heretofore unexamined, governs this relationship. In either
case, such a claim would challenge the conventional wisdom on this question.

This article argues that all three mechanisms are unsustainable. When avail-
able, the empirical evidence for the military’s power as a socializing agent or
as an institution conducive to meaningful contact is, at best, mixed. Improved
speciªcation of the mechanisms, a larger number of rigorous panel studies,
greater cross-national research, and the examination of veteran effects outside
the Vietnam era would all be welcome. But such steps could not address
deeper theoretical problems.

The aforementioned mechanisms suffer from two general theoretical ºaws.
First, neither socialization nor the contact hypothesis can explain the armed
forces’ alleged ability to rework, permanently and broadly, the identities of the
soldiers and ofªcers who pass through their training camps, garrisons, and
trenches.10 One reason is that they implicitly conceive of identity as a property
of individuals, when it is more usefully conceptualized as a property of social
relationships. Identity is not subjective and universal, but rather inter-
subjective and hence contextual. This fundamental insight limits the scope and
permanence of the military’s potential impact.

Second, even if one were to adopt a subjective view of identity and concede
that these mechanisms can explain changes in individual consciousness, they
cannot, separately or together, capture the imagined community that is the na-
tion. Implicit in these mechanisms is an apolitical image of nation building as
the aggregation of individual mentalities. But nations are collective, not aggre-
gate, entities, and the stakes of inclusion and exclusion are high. They are the
product of processes of political contestation and negotiation, not the sum of
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individuals’ mental images of their political communities. In short, psychologi-
cal mechanisms such as socialization and contact, even if arguably persuasive
on a micro level, cannot ultimately account for the boundaries of nationality.

Consequently, while military service undoubtedly has effects—in the short
run as well as in the long run, in times of peace as well as in times of war—on
individuals’ personalities, capacities, and prospects that well-designed empiri-
cal studies could capture, one cannot unravel this mystery by conducting
more, or more sophisticated, tests alone. Rather, one must rethink the theoreti-
cal foundations. The military’s manpower policies can indeed have implica-
tions for national identity: “Who serves” may matter to “who we are.” But the
theories advanced to explain this must be as fundamentally strategic and polit-
ical as nation building itself. Psychological mechanisms fall short of that
standard.

Militaries are undeniably social as well as functional institutions, shaped by
but also shaping social structures and values. Debates over who serves con-
tinue to arouse passion in part because the military’s manpower policies are
widely viewed as having important implications for citizenship and national
identity—arguably a polity’s most central questions. At the heart of the debate
over gays and lesbians serving in the U.S. military, for example, lies less some
careful calculus of costs and beneªts to the effectiveness of U.S. ªghting forces,
than fears and hopes regarding what military inclusion and exclusion would
mean for the status of homosexuals in the larger society. Similarly, contempo-
rary U.S. advocates of a military draft—or, barring that, national service—have
argued that it would dispel the supposed perils of multiculturalism and large-
scale immigration, reinvigorate the civic-mindedness that they believe charac-
terized earlier generations, foster equality, and reinstill the sense of shared
national mission and community that is at present allegedly absent. It would,
in short, remake the American nation.11 Scholars and political leaders alike
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have often claimed the existence of a relationship between the design of the
military and the deªnition of the nation, but they have done so without ade-
quate theoretical grounding or empirical evidence. By clearing away the theo-
retical underbrush and sketching several alternative mechanisms, this article
begins to build a more solid theoretical foundation, to plug a gap in our under-
standing of the relationship between the armed forces, the state, and society,
and thereby to illuminate contemporary debates over military service.

The ªrst four major sections of the article constitute a critical theoretical and
empirical evaluation of the mechanisms described brieºy above—socializa-
tion, contact, and elite transformation. I examine each in turn, ªrst reconstruct-
ing the implicit logical claims, then identifying the ºaws in these arguments,
and then appraising the available empirical evidence. The conclusion presents
an agenda for future research and brieºy lays out three mechanisms that,
whatever their logical ºaws or empirical failings, rest on a more stable theoret-
ical footing.

Military Socialization and Its Limits

One way militaries might shape their surrounding societies is by socializing
the rank and ªle and the ofªcers to military norms of conduct. Governments
have often sought to mold the minds of soldiers, and veterans have regularly
asserted that their military experience changed them forever. But these articles
of faith do not withstand theoretical and empirical scrutiny.

the case for military socialization

The military may be an unusually powerful agent of socialization because it
often is—or at least is assumed to be—a “total institution,” which alienates the
individual from society at large, controls the information to which he is ex-
posed, monitors his behavior, and offers material inducements to guide him
toward desired behavior.12 Such total institutions are “the forcing houses for
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changing persons . . . a natural experiment on what can be done to the self.”13

Socialization effects may be particularly pronounced in the military because
individuals typically enter it in their “impressionable” years, and the
deªnition of the nation would appear to be the kind of “symbolic” political at-
titude laden with affective content that some, notably David Sears, have sug-
gested is quite stable over the life course.14 Arriving at basic training with
relatively unformed or at least highly unstable political opinions, inductees
(whether conscripts or volunteers) may be nearly blank slates on which the
military can inscribe values, both great and small. While military socialization
undoubtedly penetrates more deeply the longer one serves, the more one’s
long-term fortunes depend on one’s performance, and the closer one comes to
actual combat, even the relatively brief periods of service typical of mass re-
cruitment systems may be sufªciently long to shape conscripts’ basic attitudes
and allegiances.15 Nearly a century ago, a Brazilian proponent of the draft put
it well, albeit in terms offensive to modern ears: “The cities are full of unshod
vagrants and ragamufªns. . . . For these dregs of society, the barracks would be
a salvation. The barracks are an admirable ªlter in which men cleanse and pu-
rify themselves: they emerge conscientious and digniªed Brazilians.”16
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In line with this view of the military as an instrument of socialization, gov-
ernments have often sought to employ their militaries to indoctrinate the pop-
ulace. In the late nineteenth century, imperial Germany charged the army with
promoting a conservative political agenda and forestalling Social Democracy.
The German mass army, like many of its counterparts in the age of national-
ism, was designed to serve as “a great national school in which the ofªcer
would be an educator in the grand style, a shaper of the people’s mind.”17 Dur-
ing the following century, all manner of regimes pinned their hopes for na-
tional cohesion on military educational programs, as they called their
indoctrination efforts. The Red Army was asked to create “the new Soviet
man,” the Yugoslav People’s Army to nurture an “all-Yugoslav” identity.
Through extensive hasbarah (literally, “explanation”), the Israel Defense Forces
(IDF) still seeks to instill in its soldiers a Zionist fervor on the grounds that
Zionism constitutes the “unequivocal national consensus.”18 Even the United
States has at times unleashed ideological projects on its soldiers.19

The only limit to indoctrination, according to advocates of such programs, is
that it cannot be recognized for what it is: Indoctrination is doomed to fail
when its targets identify its true nature, and they must instead be persuaded
that what is being communicated are facts, not ideology.20 As the IDF under-
stood early on, “The most important and effective explanation is perhaps that
which is given outside any ofªcial framework and without being obviously
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‘hasbaratit.’”21 The Soviet Union learned this lesson too late, and it came to see
the Red Army’s educational program as a missed opportunity. The propagan-
distic slogans were repeated so often and mechanically and they were so
crudely and obviously constructed that they detracted from the program’s
efªcacy.22 The problem, as the sociologist Morris Janowitz recognized, is how
to distinguish between indoctrination and education. Janowitz deªned the for-
mer as the “one-sided inculcation of basic principles,” and he argued that the
latter involved “exposing students to the central and enduring political tradi-
tions of the nation, . . . teaching essential knowledge about the organization
and operation of contemporary governmental institutions, and . . . fashioning
essential identiªcations and moral sentiments required for performance as ef-
fective citizens.”23

Proponents of the socialization mechanism conclude that the military
can, through a variety of techniques, bring its members’ beliefs regarding the
boundaries of the national community into accord with the institution’s
norms. Its policies regarding personnel implicitly declare certain attitudes
and behaviors acceptable, and these are reinforced by explicit pronouncements
and informal practices. Such embedded norms become the standard to which
soldiers and ofªcers gradually adjust. When they leave the armed forces, it
is argued, they are new men (and, increasingly, new women), and they
spread their revised national visions through familial and civilian social net-
works.24
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ter 1998/99), pp. 5–42.
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the limits of military socialization

The military’s capacity for mass socialization has been widely endorsed—not
just by state leaders desperate to bring cohesion to divided societies, but also
by veterans, by those who (think they) know how they have been transformed
by their experience in uniform, especially within the crucible of war. A German
World War I veteran, for example, vividly depicted the war as “a gash [that]
goes through all our lives. . . . With a brutal hand, it has torn our lives in
two. . . . Behind everything is the war. We will never be free of it.”25 Indeed,
military service, particularly in wartime, has often exerted profound effects on
veterans’ employment prospects, psychological well-being, and personal rela-
tionships.26 The armed forces have also at times exposed soldiers to new ideas,
technologies, political tactics, and forms of social and economic organization.27

Self-evaluation, however, is a notoriously poor guide: Individuals routinely
overstate the extent to which experiences and events change their beliefs and
behavior.28 Although veterans’ reports that they were never the same after see-
ing what they had seen and doing what they had done cannot be casually dis-
missed, one can in good conscience approach such claims with skepticism,
particularly in light of the availability heuristic and the imperative to reduce
cognitive dissonance. Despite politicians’ and veterans’ embrace of military so-
cialization, the logic of the argument is unconvincing, and empirical evidence
suggests that its efªcacy has been exaggerated.

First, research on political socialization should give pause to those who
would tout the military’s potency as a socializing force. For example, the most
effective institutions of socialization are total—that is, all aspects of life are
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25. Quoted in Robert Weldon Whalen, Bitter Wounds: German Victims of the Great War, 1914–1939
(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1984), pp. 181–182. See also Eric J. Leed, No Man’s Land:
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26. See, for example, the voluminous literature cited in Norman M. Camp, Robert H. Stretch, and
William C. Marshall, eds., Stress, Strain, and Vietnam: An Annotated Bibliography of Two Decades of
Psychiatric and Social Sciences Literature Reºecting the Effect of the War on the American Soldier (New
York: Greenwood, 1988).
27. Some have argued, for example, that the African colonial soldier returned home from World
War II impressed by Gandhian civil disobedience and inspired by the Indian and Burmese inde-
pendence movements. See G.O. Olusanya, “The Role of Ex-Servicemen in Nigerian Politics,” Jour-
nal of Modern African Studies, Vol. 6, No. 2 (August 1968), pp. 221–232; and Adrienne M. Israel,
“Measuring the War Experience: Ghanaian Soldiers in World War II,” Journal of Modern African
Studies, Vol. 25, No. 1 (March 1987), pp. 159–168.
28. The seminal statement focuses on whether people accurately report the reasons for their feel-
ings and evaluations. See Richard E. Nisbett and Timothy D. Wilson, “Telling More Than We Can
Know: Verbal Reports on Mental Processes,” Psychological Review, Vol. 84, No. 3 (May 1977),
pp. 231–259. A substantial follow-on literature has challenged aspects of this claim, but the larger
point has withstood attack.
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conducted in the same place and under the same authority, all daily activity is
performed in the immediate company of others who are treated exactly alike,
time is highly structured with required activities imposed from above, and
contact with outsiders is limited.29 One reason the military’s powers of social-
ization have been acclaimed is its supposedly total nature. But this assumption
is not warranted. Even basic training is often not characterized by that degree
of isolation and central control. After the French decided to imitate Prussian
practices toward the end of the nineteenth century, conscripts resided not in
barracks but among the humbler ranks of urban society and remained en-
trenched in the civilian world. Israeli draftees and U.S. volunteers today return
home regularly, and their access to modern entertainment and communica-
tions technologies further breaks down the walls between the military and so-
ciety. In contrast, the nineteenth-century Russian army, which relied on
peasant manpower, severed ties to home villages, and required long periods of
service, more closely approximated the ideal.30 Furthermore, most soldiers do
not harbor ambitions for a long military career and hence are not subject to its
incentive structure. There are notable exceptions, such as Israel and nine-
teenth-century Germany, in which service and performance in the armed
forces and reserves have been the key to professional success outside the mili-
tary.31 But more commonly, whether soldiers internalize military norms mat-
ters little to their subsequent fate, economic or otherwise.

That there is little evidence of military socialization should not be overly
surprising. Other likely agents of socialization—family, peer groups, school,
and mass media—have similarly been found wanting. Parents have proven to
be far less important than originally thought in shaping their children’s politi-
cal orientations: The latter may be reºections of the former, but “they are pale
reºections, especially beyond the realm of partisanship and voting.”32 The
schools have also been advertised as potentially effective socializers because
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Brunswick, N.J.: Transaction, 1973), pp. 419–432.
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they possess authority and credibility, because they have access to their targets
for long periods, and because academic performance often brings outside acco-
lades and success in the marketplace. This intuition, however, has not gener-
ally found much support, at least not until very recently. To explain these
ªndings, students of political socialization have pointed to the fact that schools
are less-than-total institutions: “Another factor that may dampen the inºuence
of schools during the adolescent years is the fact that young people are still at
home.”33

This is not to suggest that families, schools, and the armed forces have no
impact; rather, whatever impact they do have seems to be modest. Even such
modest effects have been elusive, however, for at least two reasons. First, indi-
viduals’ political attitudes and practices are likely the amalgam of numerous
institutional and other inºuences, not the straightforward reºection of any one
socializing agent. Second, these effects may be limited and unpredictable be-
cause individuals are capable of independent learning, regardless of what
agents hope to teach.34 Although these ªndings are highly suggestive,
deªnitive conclusions are not warranted. Nearly all past research on political
socialization has focused on a single sociopolitical context, the United States,
but different agents are likely to have different effects on people’s basic politi-
cal orientations and practices in different ways and to different degrees in
other countries.35

Second, the distinction between indoctrination and education is not sustain-
able.36 What is for the dominant group “a central and enduring political tradi-
tion” is for the minority an oppressive narrative. The “essential identiªcations”
necessary for “effective citizenship” threaten dissenters’ efforts to maintain
their grasp on an alternative identity and loyalty. To those who fall within the
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national “consensus,” such sessions seemingly communicate mere informa-
tion. To those who fall outside, civic education and attempted indoctrination
are one and the same. Thus non-Slav soldiers, recognizing how central Russia
was to Soviet identity, discounted the talk of national brotherhood and derided
their educational training as transparent propaganda.37 These limits inhere in
educational programs, no matter how skillfully crafted.

Third, the socialization model problematically conceives of soldiers as pas-
sive receivers who lack the capacity for reºection, but cultural systems always
contain enough contradictory material so that individuals can challenge hege-
monic projects.38 This passive model of man was prevalent in early socializa-
tion theory, but partly in response to empirical failures, scholars embraced a
vision of the learner as creative—thus injecting both agency and contingency
into their analyses.39 It is then not surprising that military “educational” pro-
grams typically fail, for soldiers rarely learn the lessons the military wants.
Consistent with this, military sociologists have concluded that “much of what
appears to be the product of the training environment is, more accurately, a
function of what the trainee himself brought into that environment.”40 Thus
the U.S. Army found during World War II that, despite measurable effects on
factual knowledge, its various informational programs had minimal impact on
soldiers’ attitudes toward the war, their personal stake in it, and their more
general opinions.41 Alexis de Tocqueville would have anticipated this out-
come: He noted that nonprofessional soldiers never “more than half share the
passions which that [military] mode of life engenders. They perform their duty
as soldiers, but their minds are still on the interests and hopes which ªlled
them in civilian life. They are therefore not colored by the military spirit but
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rather carry their civilian frame of mind with them into the army and never
lose it.”42

Finally, occasional empirical studies have suggested that militaries’ capacity
for socialization is weak. One review concluded that “contrary to the anxieties
of those who believe that they [soldiers] will become automatons, and contrary
to the supposition of enthusiasts who imagine military service will effect a vir-
tuous remolding of character, most veterans of military service emerge with
preexisting values and beliefs largely intact.”43 Suggestive work on military
service and national identity supports this conclusion. One survey of Israeli
university students found similar political views among those Druze Arabs
who had served in the IDF and those who had not.44 In the United States,
among both ofªcers and the enlisted, self-selection in general seems to be far
more powerful than socialization. For example, despite West Point’s highly
structured environment, cadets showed only slight differences in patriotism
scores across the classes.45 A study of the West and East German militaries con-
cluded that both “were relatively unsuccessful in their attempts at building, or
contributing to, their respective political communities [despite] . . . the con-
scious efforts and apparent commitment on the part of the leadership to the
use of the military institution to do so.”46

Still more revealing, however, is an IDF classiªed study in which conscripts
were themselves asked to assess the impact of their military experiences.47 Pre-
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42. Quoted in Democracy in America, trans. George Lawrence (New York: HarperCollins, 1969),
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Moskos Jr., “The Military,” Annual Review of Sociology, Vol. 2 (1976), pp. 64–65.
44. Gabriel Ben Dor, The Druzes in Israel (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1979), p. 140.
45. On the ofªcer corps, see Volker C. Franke, “Duty, Honor, Country: The Social Identity of West
Point Cadets,” Armed Forces and Society, Vol. 26, No. 2 (Winter 2000), pp. 175–202; Volker C. Franke,
“Warriors for Peace: The Next Generation of Military Leaders,” Armed Forces and Society, Vol. 24,
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Cadet,” in Morris Janowitz, ed., The New Military: Changing Patterns of Organization (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1964), pp. 119–157. For evidence across the ranks, see Jerald G. Bachman,
Lee Sigelman, and Greg Diamond, “Self-Selection, Socialization, and Distinctive Military Values,”
Armed Forces and Society, Vol. 13, No. 2 (Winter 1987), pp. 169–187; and Jerald G. Bachman, Peter
Freedman Doan, and David R. Segal, “Distinctive Military Attitudes among U.S. Enlistees, 1976–
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pp. 561–585.
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German States,” Ph.D. dissertation, University of Colorado, 1995, p. 236.
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dictably, they tended to exaggerate the IDF’s inºuence, and they were more
likely to claim positive effects than admit to negative ones. More surprisingly,
although conscripts were, during their years in uniform, increasingly likely to
attribute changes to military service, their more speciªc answers (e.g., had they
grown closer to or more knowledgeable about Israel and its people?) displayed
few differences across the three draft cohorts. The IDF study also challenged
the hypothesis, rooted in theories of socialization, that a more isolated unit
would exhibit stronger military effects. Although soldiers in combat units were
more likely to report that they had learned the value of camaraderie, deepened
their understanding of Israeli society, and heightened their link to the land, the
differences among types of units were substantively small. Moreover, as many
“closed” units are selective and composed of volunteers, self-selection and rig-
orous psychological testing probably account for these minor differences—
especially because raw recruits in combat units were as likely as third-year
troops to hail the importance of military service.48 Given the methodological
weaknesses of these particular studies, they are at most suggestive regarding
the socialization model’s empirical shortcomings, but they complement an al-
ready imposing theoretical case.

Communication and Contact in the Military

The contact hypothesis, which can be traced back as far as Montesquieu, sug-
gests that intense interaction among individuals of varied backgrounds will
eliminate prejudicial attitudes and behavior and ultimately perhaps even erase
consciousness of difference. Liberals have long looked to the armed forces as
an institution particularly conducive to meaningful contact and thus as a caul-
dron of nationality. Despite decades of active research, however, the contact
hypothesis continues to suffer from serious theoretical and empirical prob-
lems, and the results have been mixed at best in the armed forces.

the case for the contact hypothesis

The layman’s version of the contact hypothesis asserts that even “casual con-
tact” can have substantial effects, but the psychologist Gordon Allport, con-
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cerned with race relations in the United States, advanced a more sophisticated
formulation in the 1940s. Suggesting that only “true acquaintance” could pro-
mote eventual racial harmony, Allport argued that the barriers to meaningful
communication would fall away under four conditions: when group status
was equal, at least within the context of the interaction; when groups were en-
gaged in a cooperative endeavor and shared common goals; when the sur-
rounding social climate (authorities, law, custom) supported extensive
intergroup contact; and when the contact generated sufªcient “acquaintance
potential” (operationalized in terms of the frequency, duration, and closeness
of contact).49 Karl Deutsch similarly suggested that national communities are
deªned through networks of communication. Like Allport, Deutsch did
not have in mind mere transactions, such as that reºected in the exchange
of goods and services, but rather the true exchange of experience from which
mutual identiªcation ºows. Although people typically come together already
conscious of belonging to a community, Deutsch argued that intense commu-
nication would remake those bonds.50

The military, in peace and especially in war, would seem to be an institu-
tional setting well suited to increasing what Deutsch called “communicative
effectiveness” and thus to breaking down dividing lines based on race, ethnic-
ity, religion, or class. Required to perform common tasks in a highly structured
environment and in close quarters, individuals from diverse backgrounds
would not just interact but would learn how truly to communicate with each
other.51 With these tasks of vital importance to national security, one could
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count on a supportive normative milieu, enforced by orders down the chain of
command.52 Greater communicative capacity in a nurturing environment
would reshape perceptions of the Other, laying the groundwork for a more co-
hesive community. Through military service, individuals would escape the
strictures of parochial commitments, and they would emerge cognizant that
they were constitutive pieces of a larger project.53

This logic underpins the contention, not infrequently heard in the United
States, that the military can serve (and has served) as a national melting pot.
Thus American Progressives who advocated universal military training before,
during, and after World War I applauded it as an instrument of “Americaniza-
tion.” When immigrants and native-born Americans would rub “elbows in a
common service to a common Fatherland,” one-time Assistant Secretary of
War Henry Breckinridge maintained, “out comes the hyphen—up goes the
Stars and Stripes and in a generation the melting pot will have melted. Univer-
sal military service will be the elder brother of the public school in fusing this
American race.”54 Although these dreams inspired but ultimately frustrated
U.S. military planners during World War I, World War II has been widely ac-
claimed as having brought them to fruition. After the war, Jews and Catholics
were no longer suspect, and white Americans of European descent melded
into a single mass. The war, one historian argues, “expose[d] men to a much
greater range of individuals and groups than most had ever known, and did so
in circumstances of extreme vulnerability where they had no choice but, if they
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wished to survive, to trust each other. In the process, individuals’ conceptions
of who belonged in their American community expanded enormously.”55 In
short, the contact hypothesis.

Americans found this militarized version of the contact hypothesis attrac-
tive, and they were not alone. Italian military reform efforts beginning in 1860
consciously broke with the Prussian system of territorial recruitment; they be-
lieved that only by combining troops from different regions in single units
could the military foster Italianità. Brazilian politicians early in the twentieth
century, conscious of their country’s deep ethnic, regional, and class divisions,
hoped that the draft would, by bringing together men of different back-
grounds, overcome such challenges; practical considerations led to localized
recruitment, but the army nonetheless clung to its reputation as the “agent
of national integration.” The historian John Keegan has even sought to explain
the post–Great War transformation in British middle-class attitudes toward
the impoverished (and in turn the eventual creation of modern social wel-
fare) by noting the large-scale exposure of middle-class amateur ofªcers to
their working-class charges and the consequent “process of discovery” that
produced “affection and concern” and even empathy.56 Again, the contact
hypothesis.

the weaknesses of the contact hypothesis

The contact hypothesis suffers from several theoretical ºaws.57 First, while it
seems plausible, it is theoretically indeterminate. Meaningful contact with oth-
ers may foster friendship, harmony, and a sense of common destiny, but famil-
iarity also may, as the adage goes, breed contempt. As the journalist Andrew
Sullivan has observed, “It is one of the most foolish clichés of our time that
prejudice is always rooted in ignorance, and can usually be overcome by famil-
iarity with the objects of our loathing.”58 True understanding of others may
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just as easily contribute to deadlock and the recognition of incompatibility as
to commonality.59 The prospect of extensive contact may even promote anxiety
and suspicion, and thereby lower the likelihood of intergroup cooperation and
good feeling.60 Alternatively, contact may have next to no impact on prejudi-
cial attitudes, whether for good or for ill. On the one hand, like other beliefs,
stereotypes are highly resistant to change, and individuals generally weigh
more heavily information consistent with their prior beliefs, discounting dis-
crepant information. On the other hand, these stereotypes may not be causes of
discrimination, as the contact hypothesis’s logic suggests; rather they may re-
sult from attempts to justify discriminatory behavior.61

Countless examples across time and space sustain this view of contact’s in-
determinacy. Racist attitudes toward African Americans were perhaps most
entrenched among Southerners, who generally had far more intimate relation-
ships with blacks than did Northerners. Nevertheless, for decades, African
American leaders attributed racism to “ignorance and inexperience.” But in
the midst of the Great Depression, W.E.B. Du Bois confessed his frustration:
“Today there can be no doubt that Americans know the facts; and yet they re-
main for the most part indifferent and unmoved.”62 Toward the end of World
War II, more than 60 percent of Americans believed that postwar race relations
would be worse than or the same as before; among the nearly 40 percent who
thought relations would deteriorate, the largest number cited increasing inti-
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macy between the races as the primary reason.63 Rather than blur the differ-
ences among peoples, contact may even foster consciousness of difference.
Until they collided with French society early in the twentieth century, Bretons
had little understanding not only of how they differed from other residents of
France but also of how much they had in common with each other.64

Defenders of the contact hypothesis would respond that such a critique ap-
plies only to the simplistic layman’s version, not to the sophisticated contact
hypothesis they espouse. They would not be surprised to learn that contact has
no effect (or even a negative impact) when Allport’s four conditions are not in
evidence. They would point out that, given the requirement of common goals
and a cooperative endeavor, deadlock is simply ruled out. However, this line
of defense begs the question: Under what conditions, and how commonly, do
groups come to share common goals? The contact hypothesis assumes that in-
tergroup conºict is rooted in prejudice and that prejudice is fundamentally a
problem of ignorance. But intergroup hostility is often caused by factors other
than a lack of knowledge or inaccurate perceptions.65 As social identity theory
suggests, group membership itself has prejudicial implications that additional
knowledge, even if acquired during cooperative episodes, cannot overcome.66

When pressed in this fashion, many have expanded the list of necessary condi-
tions,67 thus compounding the difªculty of falsifying the hypothesis and frus-
trating even those sympathetic to its claims.68 Finally, the layman’s version is
itself making a comeback among some experts. A recent meta-analysis found
that Allport’s conditions are not necessary (though they do in concert have a
large multiplicative effect) and that any contact facilitates the reduction of prej-
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udicial attitudes.69 Thus the problem of theoretical indeterminacy continues to
loom large.

Second, despite an active research program that has ºourished for decades,
the causal claim of the contact hypothesis remains unveriªed.70 Numerous
studies have reported a positive correlation between interaction with out-
group members and friendly attitudes toward that group, but it remains possi-
ble that these positive views are the underlying reason for high levels of
interaction rather than the consequence.71 Proponents have admitted that prior
individual attitudes and experiences, as well as the history of intergroup rela-
tions, inºuence whether people seek or avoid contact in the ªrst place and thus
affect the consequences of contact; at most, contact is a multiplier, magnifying
processes already under way.72

Third, the contact hypothesis erroneously assumes that interpersonal attrac-
tion translates smoothly into intergroup harmony, but intergroup conºicts and
out-group stereotypes often persist despite friendships across group lines.73

White bigots can often in good conscience declare that some of their best
friends are black. Increased contact and the ºowering of individual relation-
ships do not necessarily erode group boundaries or forge intergroup bonds.

Fourth, the contact hypothesis does not take adequate account of the likeli-
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hood of misperception. Even when individuals are well intentioned, others
may not perceive them as such. This is compounded by the tendency of peo-
ple, despite the best of intentions, to suffer from social anxiety when they are
unsure how to behave; such anxiety often manifests itself in the sort of physi-
cal cues consistent with high levels of prejudice, thus laying the groundwork
for tragic miscommunication. The result, two critics of the contact hypothesis
have persuasively argued, is that the “conditions assumed to be necessary to
promote positive intergroup relations are difªcult, if not impossible, to achieve
in most real-world settings.”74

Finally, the contact hypothesis’s potential explanatory power is necessarily
limited. The hypothesis suggests that inclusive military manpower policies can
help break down cleavages of various kinds but that exclusive policies will
have little impact of any sort: They represent at most an opportunity forgone.
Unlike the socialization model, which proposes that ofªcers and soldiers even-
tually come to adopt whatever national norms—whether inclusive or exclu-
sive—are embedded in the military’s participation policies, the contact
hypothesis sees the military’s effects ºowing in only one direction. This theo-
retical ºaw is not fatal, as it is certainly conceivable that multiple causal mech-
anisms might operate. But it would place the contact hypothesis at a
disadvantage in a three-cornered test.

Apart from the contact hypothesis’s theoretical problems, its record in the
military context in times of both peace and war is not promising. When mili-
taries have introduced such mixing in the ranks, it has rarely led to a sense of
shared fate and certainly not to the fraternal sentiments that might survive the
return to civilian society. The common baptism of ªre notwithstanding, com-
radeship on the battleªeld has been the stuff of myth. Class tensions, for exam-
ple, were rife in the German military of World War I, and the experience
proved “disillusioning for those who expected to ªnd in war . . . a community
joined by the organic bonds of nationality.” One historian who has carefully
studied French veterans after the Great War concludes, “To believe that the
war altered souls was no doubt an illusion.”75 The shared horrors of war did
not promote harmony, let alone reevaluation of the nation.

Ethnic, racial, and regional cleavages have been equally resistant to such ex-
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periments. In 1884, while a group of northern Italians cracked jokes at the
expense of the southerners in their unit, a soldier from the southernmost
reaches of the peninsula seized his riºe and killed seven of his northern com-
rades: Italy’s armed forces, this incident suggested, could not bridge the coun-
try’s deep ªssures. Modernization theorists expected army service in
developing countries to render irrelevant traditional loyalties and rivalries, but
older patterns stubbornly persisted. Initially the IDF, for example, had thought
that all Druze could serve together in its Minorities Unit, but ofªcers soon dis-
covered that soldiers from hostile clans had to be assigned to different
platoons. Similarly, common military service failed to alleviate ethnic disputes
in the Gold Coast Regiment and perhaps made men only more sensitive to cul-
tural and ethnic differences.76

Finally, evidence from the United States—seemingly the strongest case for
the military melting pot—also cannot sustain the contact hypothesis. Holly-
wood’s portrayal during World War II of the ethnically mixed yet cohesive
squad bore little resemblance to the reality of military life, in which anti-
Semitism prevailed. Although Jews served throughout the armed forces, they
were widely considered draft-dodgers, and their fellow soldiers attributed to
Jews the cruel parody: “Onward Christian Soldiers, we’ll make the uniforms.”
Although upper-tier ofªcers condemned bigotry, soldiers were, compared to
the general population, more likely to accuse Jews of not bearing their fair
share of the burden.77

Outside the armed forces, the alleged unifying effects of military service are
equally difªcult to discern. World War II did not lead to the disappearance of
religiously restrictive residential covenants or of the hiring bias against Jews.
In early 1942, public opinion polls placed Jews third after Japanese Americans
and German Americans as groups posing the greatest internal threat; two
years later, even as the war still raged, Jews had overtaken both, outpolling the
former nearly three to one and the latter four to one. Anti-Jewish sentiment
was more widespread after the war than before: Whereas some 13 percent of
Americans in both 1943 and 1945 said Jews wielded too much power, a late
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1947 poll found that many more Americans believed that Jews exerted exces-
sive economic and political inºuence—36 percent and 21 percent respectively.
The number of Americans reporting having heard criticism of Jews climbed
steadily between 1940 and 1946, before dropping in the decade’s closing
years.78 At war’s end, Britain’s ambassador observed that “the United States is
so strongly anti-Semitic that anti-Semitism at home is an ever present problem
for every American Jew.”79

Flaws Common to the Socialization and Contact Mechanisms

For all their differences, the ªrst two mechanisms share a number of premises
and consequently suffer from ªve common ºaws. First, even if the military
were an effective inculcator of values, the messages absorbed within one social
context are not necessarily portable. In modern societies, individuals have
multiple identities, and there is nothing given about which will seem most ap-
propriate. Field studies of U.S. race relations thus found that workers of differ-
ent races cooperated effectively in the coal mine and on the factory ºoor, but at
the end of the day returned home to segregated areas and even actively sought
to maintain their neighborhoods’ racial purity.80 Because identity is highly con-
textual, one should not be surprised to see soldiers thinking in national terms
while in uniform, but then adopting regional, class, gendered, religious, or eth-
nic perspectives at other times. In the words of one East German veteran,
“When we were in public [in uniform], we knew that some day we would be
back in ‘real’ society, but we were also constantly reminded by our total im-
mersion into military things that we were for the time being military East Ger-
mans.”81 Individuals may well behave as the military desires as long as they
are subject to the strictures of military life—as long as they are members of the
armed forces, are in uniform, and are on base. But variation in the environ-
ment—such as being off base, being out of uniform, and returning to civilian
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life—leads to behavior inconsistent with those norms, whether because indi-
viduals failed to internalize the norms and do not obey them in the absence of
enforcement or because the new environment cues a different identity.82

The American experience with the racial desegregation of the armed forces,
often portrayed as an unadulterated success story, illustrates this point. Social
learning certainly took place: Black soldiers earned their white counterparts’
respect and admiration for their bravery and effectiveness on the battleªeld.
But such learning was of a highly bounded nature, for social barriers remained
unaffected. As one white serviceman declared during the Korean War,

I’m not going to have a colored guy up to my house to meet my sister any
more than I would have before the War, just because the guy was in the
damned Army. Of course if he’s wearing a—Division shoulder patch I’d con-
sider him my buddy, same as any other guy from the—Division.

[How about this colored boy in the tent here?] Oh, that’s different. He’s just
like any of the other boys. I’d take him home. I wouldn’t think of treating him
any different. He’s a buddy of mine.83

Although thousands of young, white Americans had served alongside blacks
in World War II and Korea, nearly all whites in the late 1950s continued to dis-
approve of interracial marriages, and many remained reluctant to dismantle
residential segregation.84 The U.S. military has justiªably been acclaimed for
its efforts, and it is today arguably the least racist institution in American soci-
ety, even though many African Americans in the armed forces continue to feel
acutely that they are the victims of discrimination.85 Nevertheless, the mili-
tary’s achievements have largely been limited to the workplace. “As a rule of
thumb,” Charles Moskos and John Sibley Butler conclude, “the more military
the environment, the more complete the integration.”86 After hours, blacks and
whites have generally returned to civilian norms of association.87
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Second, even if military service could powerfully inºuence individuals’ fun-
damental identity commitments across social contexts, that inºuence need not
prove long-lasting. The socialization and contact mechanisms suggest that mil-
itary service is particularly likely to shape conscripts’ and volunteers’ visions
of their nation because they are “impressionable” during the years of late ado-
lescence and early adulthood; furthermore, the mechanisms presume that
these newly formed attitudes will prove stable, in part because national iden-
tity falls into the category of “symbolic” attitudes.88 Although there is accumu-
lating evidence that a subset of attitudes, notably partisanship, is increasingly
stable at least through middle age, it is unclear whether one can extrapolate to
the beliefs of concern here.89 Partisanship may be the focus of so much research
not because it is the most important or revealing of political attitudes but be-
cause it has proved the easiest to study quantitatively and because the U.S. po-
litical system has remained relatively stable over the last half century. It is
revealing that few studies have been conducted on the question of socializa-
tion and national identity, and almost all of these are from outside the United
States.90

More important, attitudes persist not because human beings are biologically
programmed against attitudinal change beyond early adulthood but because
most individuals (at least in the past) have settled down, geographically but
more crucially socially, by their mid-thirties. They typically surround them-
selves with people with whom they are compatible, ideologically and other-
wise. When social networks are stable, attitudes are stable, but when social
networks are disrupted, change is likely because beliefs will be exposed to
challenge.91 The implication is not just that learning occurs across the life span,
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American Journal of Political Science, Vol. 28, No. 3 (August 1984), pp. 459–478; and Charles H.
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but that the impact of military service critically depends on a social environ-
ment consistent with those military norms—which is by no means guaran-
teed.92 Most soldiers leave the service well before their mid-thirties, while their
social networks (and thus their attitudes) are still far from stable. The military’s
effects on identity do not endure because veterans typically are not sur-
rounded exclusively or even mostly by their own kind upon discharge. Re-
entering largely nonveteran social networks, they face strong pressures to
leave their military past behind and adapt to civilian norms. Some veterans,
both the highly self-assured and the highly alienated, will cling stubbornly to
military norms and networks, but they are the exception rather than the rule:
Most veterans, like most people, lack similar strength of will.93

This logic is consistent with the ªndings of several studies of veterans.
Among U.S. soldiers who had experienced combat—that is, among those for
whom the military experience would presumably have been most salient—
views on numerous matters, such as attitudes toward adversaries and allies
and the possibility of camaraderie across race lines, reverted upon discharge
toward the preservice norm.94 A similar dynamic has been observed among
African veterans of both world wars as well.95 Thus the antimilitarist fear—
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Adam Yarmolinsky, The Military Establishment: Its Impacts on American Society (New York: Harper
and Row, 1971), pp. 348–350; and George H. Lawrence and Thomas D. Kane, “Military Service and
Racial Attitudes of White Veterans,” Armed Forces and Society, Vol. 22, No. 2 (Winter 1995/96),
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Civil-Military Relations and the Use of Force (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2003).
95. See Lewis J. Greenstein, “The Impact of Military Service in World War I on Africans: The
Nandi of Kenya,” Journal of Modern African Studies, Vol. 16, No. 3 (September 1978), pp. 495–507;
Killingray, “Soldiers,” pp. 524–525, 529–530; and Anne Summers and R.W. Johnson, “World War I
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that although “a civilian can be licked into shape as a soldier by the manual of
arms and a drillmaster, . . . no manual has ever been written for changing him
back into a civilian”—is overblown.96 These effects of reintegration into civil-
ian life are reinforced by the fact that military service is often an unwelcome in-
trusion, at least for conscripts. Even in the “good war” of World War II, U.S.
soldiers generally perceived their years of service as “a vast detour made from
the main course of life in order to get back to that main (civilian) course
again.”97

One apparent exception to this rule is U.S. veterans of World War II, ac-
claimed as “the greatest generation” for their unparalleled civic engagement.98

Glen Elder has demonstrated the enormous long-term impact that the war had
on many veterans’ personalities and socioeconomic possibilities, beneªting es-
pecially those who entered early and experienced the least serious disruption
to the “life course.”99 But the critical factor in explaining this unusually high
and sustained level of political activity was not military service per se, but a
contingent and historically unprecedented concomitant: the G.I. Bill. By boost-
ing the political resources on which veterans could draw and enhancing their
predisposition for involvement, the G.I. Bill, more than the war itself, pro-
foundly shaped a generation of civic joiners and doers.100

Third, neither mechanism fully explains how those who do not serve in the
armed forces acquire a deªnition of the nation in line with military norms.
These individualist accounts lack a well-speciªed theory, at most alluding to
vague processes of diffusion. But this assumes that diffusion is essentially uni-
directional, that veterans’ beliefs spread to society at large (at the very least) far
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more than civilian society’s norms spread among the population of veterans.
As the above discussion suggests, however, it seems more plausible to con-
clude that even though charismatic veterans might succeed in partly militariz-
ing society, the vast majority would melt back in without reshaping society’s
ideological or behavioral contours.

Fourth, both mechanisms’ unstated logic appears to presume near-universal
military service. But even at the height of the military’s popularity as a nation-
building device, talk of universal conscription was just that.101 Before World
War I, France was unusual in subjecting more than four-ªfths of its manpower
to military training. Other European powers fell short of that mark, drafting
between one-ªfth and one-half of each cohort.102 Their reasons for turning
away from a more universal form of conscription were various. Narrow ruling
classes saw it as threatening their control over a restive society. Ethnic groups
feared that it would undermine their national aspirations. Finally, maintaining
large armies has always been very expensive, often impossible in peacetime.103

After World War II, Israel and the Soviet Union were notable exceptions in that
they matched their rhetoric with deeds, drafting the vast majority of each eligi-
ble cohort; in contrast, while the major European powers have in principle em-
braced universal conscription, they have in reality easily granted exemptions
and imposed exceedingly short terms of service.

In a sense, this critique does not strike to the heart of the case in favor of the
military’s potential as a nation shaper, for it is always conceivable that a sys-
tem approaching universal service might be instituted. But the very fact that
universal service has often been endorsed but rarely implemented has two im-
plications. If it is true that militaries can have a profound impact on society
only under conditions of (nearly) universal service, one might then fairly con-
clude that, no matter what its theoretical capacity, the military has historically
had but a negligible impact. In other words, the empirical scope of these hy-
potheses is highly limited, preventing evaluation of their claims. Moreover, if
the reasons for the past gap between rhetoric and policy continue to hold—and
for the most part, they do—then there would be little reason to devote much
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energy to considering the question. The conclusion, however, suggests ways of
thinking about this relationship that do not depend on universal service and
therefore have greater relevance to both past and future.

Fifth, these mechanisms’ shared conception of nation building is deeply
problematic. Both suggest that the boundaries of nationality are drawn and re-
drawn as individuals’ attitudes change in the military crucible. The deªnition
of the nation, they imply, can be apprehended by aggregating individual be-
liefs as to who is in and who is out. From this perspective, identity (both per-
sonal and national) is cognitive and subjective: It is a matter of individual
consciousness and, in the case of the nation, numerous individual conscious-
nesses added together. However, identity is necessarily social, not the property
of given agents; it is intersubjective, not subjective.104 Moreover, a cognitive ap-
proach to identity raises a thorny methodological problem: What goes on in-
side people’s heads is difªcult, if not impossible, to grasp. What is required
instead is a more social and more concrete conceptualization of identity as a
particular conªguration of social ties. As Craig Calhoun has noted, “Imagined
communities of even large scale are not simply arbitrary creatures of the imagi-
nation but depend upon indirect social relationships both to link their mem-
bers and to deªne the ªelds of power within which their identities are
relevant.”105 Consequently, to examine the relationship between military ser-
vice and nation building is not to consider how the military experience might
directly shape and reshape individuals’ mental horizons. It is rather to explore
whether, how, and under what conditions the military’s manpower policies
mold relations among the polity’s constituent groups.

Relatedly, both mechanisms’ implicit vision of nation building is ultimately
apolitical. They contend that individuals’ beliefs change because they are sub-
jected to intense socialization to military norms or intense interaction within a
military environment. Notably nothing hinges on the political implications of
exclusion or inclusion—regardless of whether one conceives of politics as in-
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volving questions of distribution, coercion, or meaning-creation. Nationhood,
as Benedict Anderson’s well-known formulation suggests, is a creature of the
imagination,106 but it would be a mistake to conºate the nature of nationality
with the process through which the nation is formed and transformed. The na-
tion is deªned not by isolated individuals reconsidering their attachments, but
through political contest. Acutely aware of what is at stake in different national
conªgurations, actors passionately defend their preferred position. Any satis-
fying account of the relationship between military institutions and nationhood
must bring the politics of nation building, more than its psychology, front and
center.

The Elite-Transformation Hypothesis

If nation building is the product of political competition, the winners of such
contests are particularly well positioned to set the boundaries of nationality.
Through the passage of legislation, the creation and alteration of institutions,
political agitation, and rhetorical appeals, these elites can shape the social
categories through which the populace apprehends their national world. The
elite-transformation hypothesis suggests that veterans are particularly likely to
assume such positions of leadership and that they advance a conception of the
nation in accord with military norms. For this argument to prove generally ap-
plicable and persuasive, however, it must explain why veterans would assume
prominent roles in political institutions, interest groups, or social movements.
Unfortunately, the pathways linking veterans and leadership have not re-
ceived sufªcient systematic attention, and the discussion that follows is neces-
sarily speculative.

the case for the elite-transformation hypothesis

This way of thinking about the relationship between military service and the
deªnition of the nation has a number of virtues. It presumes that the armed
forces can broadly and permanently rework individuals’ identities, but it is ag-
nostic as to whether this transformation is driven by socialization or contact. It
does not depend on a historically rare military recruitment system (near-
universal service). It explains how those who do not serve in the armed forces
acquire a deªnition of the nation in line with military norms. And although it
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still relies on a subjective and cognitive conceptualization of identity, it inte-
grates that problematic conceptualization with a vision of the nation-building
process laced with politics and bargaining.

Two arguments, particularly when taken together, buttress the logic of the
elite-transformation hypothesis. First, some have argued that the military ex-
perience, in peace as well as in war, politicizes soldiers.107 French veterans of
the American Revolution were in the vanguard of their own revolution a dec-
ade later, and African veterans of World War II were allegedly central to their
countries’ anticolonialist struggles.108 Minority veterans in particular may be
more sensitive to the political milieu, more ºuent in the dominant political
rhetoric, and more likely to demand the redress of inequity.109 Thus black
American veterans of World War II, infuriated by their ill-treatment stateside,
supposedly took the lead in pressing for voting and employment rights in the
immediate postwar period.110 By some accounts black American veterans more
rarely endorsed separatist views and were far more likely to engage in (at least
“high-initiative”) political activity in the second half of the twentieth cen-
tury.111 Military service may also help veterans overcome collective action
problems by making possible social networks that undergird political associa-
tions of national scope.112 The military experience may increase veterans’ moti-
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vation and capacity to engage in political activity, which is why veterans may
seek positions from which they can spread the military’s image of the national
community.

Second, military service, especially when distinguished, has often been a
useful asset in political campaigns.113 Senior ofªcers may retire with honed
skills—from expertise in crafting rousing speeches to ease with public displays
to unºappability during crisis—that serve them well in the political arena.
More generally, veteran status may suggest a candidate’s devotion to civic
duty and may thus reassure the public as to his incorruptibility. Cognizant of
this, veterans aspiring to political ofªce have exploited their military records.
Nathaniel Hawthorne reasonably feared in 1862 that with the U.S. Civil War’s
end “one bullet-headed general will succeed another in the Presidential chair;
and veterans will hold ofªces at home and abroad and sit in Congress and the
State legislatures, and ªll in all the avenues of public life.”114

weaknesses of the elite-transformation hypothesis

This hypothesis demands more careful evaluation than at present available in
the literature, but even a cursory analysis suggests reasons for skepticism.
First, a hypothesis is only as strong as its weakest link, and this one depends
implicitly on claims—regarding the capacity of the military to reshape individ-
uals’ fundamental allegiance—that have already been shown to be suspect.
Furthermore, its plausibility turns on questionable empirical assertions. Is mil-
itary service a common, if not ubiquitous, feature of the politician’s résumé?
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Veterans competing for public ofªce have often highlighted their history of ser-
vice. But this does not mean that prospective politicians can exploit their vet-
eran status without cost. For example, in Australia, whose national identity
has been intertwined with the heroism of the Anzac forces, would-be veteran-
politicians were heckled after World War I for playing on their military re-
cords.115 Viewed over the long run and cross-nationally, it is possible (if not
probable) that as many have lacked the military’s imprimatur as could claim it.
Military service can matter to the outcome of political contest, but it is neither
necessary nor sufªcient for political success.

Does the military experience spark political engagement and social activ-
ism? Although the above examples suggest that it may, numerous studies have
concluded that military service, even during wartime, has left veterans politi-
cally unmoved or even alienated. Southerners in general became less “civic”
after the Civil War, joining federally organized national associations more
slowly than before. Peruvian miners who had been forced into military service
were, if anything, less likely to participate in strikes and demonstrations.
Nandi veterans in Kenya had many grievances after World War I, but they
largely abstained from political activity, quietly reintegrating into their vil-
lages. Finally, rigorous panel studies found that American veterans of the
Vietnam War were not markedly different from their nonveteran contemporar-
ies when it came to either most political attitudes or most forms of political
participation.116

While this might be expected of those defeated in war, oppressed miners, or
rural African tribesmen, political apathy and even bitterness can be amply
found among the victors and in the industrialized world as well. Civil War vet-
erans in Iowa, for example, were left almost unchanged by their wartime ser-
vice or were, at the margins, more tolerant of gradual change and limited
gains. World War I veterans from all combatants had difªculty channeling
their anger and frustration into the pursuit of any political agenda. “They had
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only one wish,” said the chairman of the German Fourth Army’s Soldiers’
Council in 1918: “peace and work.” Samuel Stouffer similarly noted American
soldiers’ lack of interest in social action at the end of World War II: “The soldier
did not come home to reform America.”117

Surprisingly, the same appears to have been generally true among African
American veterans of World War II.118 “The hopes of some, and dire warnings
of others,” writes one historian, “‘that a New Negro will return from the war,’
willing to ªght and die rather than accept the traditional structure of white
dominance in southern society, proved premature.” Southern African Ameri-
can veterans did not stay home and ªght for their rights: They typically either
left the South or reenlisted.119 While military service inspired black men to new
heights of individual ambition, it apparently dampened their devotion to the
collective cause. World War II veterans were many years later overrepresented
among black businessmen and general black elites and greatly under-
represented among community leaders and civil rights activists.120 More fo-
cused research is needed before these questions can be answered with
conªdence, but this initial foray through the arguments and data casts some
doubt on these common claims.

Conclusion

For centuries, state leaders have turned to the military to remake the surround-
ing society in its image. The armed forces would be a “school for the nation”—
a disciplined environment in which citizens would learn portable skills, the
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value of social engagement, and the importance of self-sacriªce. Most impor-
tant, looking around them and internalizing the military’s norms, they would
learn who their fellow nationals were and gain an appreciation of the larger
project of which they were a small but critical part. More critical scholars have
suggested that this rarely occurs, that the armed forces are often divisive rather
than unifying. This serious substantive difference, however, masks a deeper
agreement that the military’s design possesses great ramiªcations for societal
patterns and that it can, if properly devised, serve as a nation builder.

This article argues that this vision of the military as potential nation builder
is in large part misguided. The mechanisms that constitute the conventional
wisdom are, like other individualist accounts of large-scale social processes,
well suited to capturing aggregation. But nations are collectives, and processes
of “collectivization” (as opposed to aggregation) are necessarily political, as
groups negotiate and continually renegotiate the boundaries of their commu-
nity.121 First and foremost the product of intergroup contest, the nation does
not spring whole from individual decisions with regard to afªliation.122 The in-
ternal structures of militaries can exert a profound impact on their surround-
ing society and politics and even on the deªnition of the national political
community, but not through apolitical and individualist mechanisms such as
formal socialization and informal collaboration and communication. Whether
the military can remake individuals’ fundamental identity commitments is a
questionable proposition on its own terms, but such mechanisms are inade-
quate as explanations for the construction and reconstruction of political
communities.

Scholars have gone down the wrong path in focusing on such dependent
variables as “national integration” and in adopting research strategies that
seek to identify the correlates of individual attitudes in the military experience.
This common approach has not been productive, nor is it theoretically sound.
Future research on the relationship between the design of militaries and the
boundaries of nationality cannot merely tinker at the edges, suggesting a dif-
ferent operationalization here, relying on a new database there. More, and
more rigorous, empirical research is undoubtedly needed, but renewed atten-
tion to this long-standing question must be preceded by the development of
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a theoretical framework better suited to capturing the political and collective
nature of nationality.

an agenda for future research

A more satisfactory theoretical approach would begin by recognizing that na-
tional identities, while necessarily imagined, take shape and are continually
shaped anew through processes of political contestation. Historically the deep
politics of national identity have often been most obviously manifest in de-
bates over citizenship.123 The boundaries of citizenship have been the sites of
intense political struggle, for, as Charles Tilly notes, modern citizenship, in
content and in membership, reºects “the historical accumulation of continual
negotiation.”124 The citizenship campaigns of minorities in particular may be
most consequential for national identity, because, as liminal groups, they pro-
vide the occasion for those unambiguously within the nation to reºect on and
give meaning to their identity; they are signposts indicating the boundaries of
the nation.125 For those interested in the nexus of militaries and nations, this
conceptual move—associating nations with citizenship—may be particularly
productive, for, at least since the time of the republican city-states of ancient
Greece, the history of citizenship in the West has been intertwined with mili-
tary service.126 It suggests a new, potentially rich set of research questions re-
garding the relationship between the policies of militaries and the struggle of
social groups for citizenship (both formal and effective).

There are at least three ways military service might be linked to the political
processes through which minorities struggle for greater effective citizenship.
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First, especially during periods of intense war mobilization, minorities could
attempt to extract concessions by exploiting the state’s dependence on their
human capital.127 For instance, even before the United States ofªcially joined
World War II, A. Philip Randolph and other African American leaders bar-
gained hard with the Roosevelt administration, threatening noncompliance
and even massive disruption unless substantial progress was made in combat-
ing discrimination in civilian employment, the arms industries, and the armed
forces.128

Second, especially after war but at other times as well, minorities might ef-
fectively deploy their military record as a rhetorical device, contrasting their
people’s loyalty and sacriªce to the reality of entrenched political and social in-
equity. To invoke military service in this fashion is to exploit a widely recog-
nized norm to raise moral consciousness, draw attention to an imbalance in the
equation of rights and obligations, and trap state leaders in their own rhetori-
cal commitments—even in the postwar period, even after the window of bar-
gaining has closed.129 Across early nineteenth-century America, property
requirements for suffrage collapsed before an onslaught of propertyless veter-
ans demanding the vote; as a Virginia reformer argued, “If landless citizens
have been ignominiously driven from the polls in time of peace, they have at
least been generously summoned, in war, to the battleªeld. Nor have they dis-
obeyed the summons, or, less profusely than others, poured out their blood in
defense of their country.”130

Third, the military’s manpower policies, in times of war but particularly in
times of peace, may serve as a strong signal of how the state would respond to
minority demands for rights and therefore shape the objectives for which the
minority strives, the strategy the minority pursues, and the timing of the mi-
nority’s mobilization—key elements in any process of political contestation.
For example, in 1956 the IDF began to conscript the country’s Druze Arabs,
and it subsequently adopted increasingly liberal policies with regard to their
use and treatment in the army. This shift may help explain why this small,
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poorly educated, and impoverished religious and ethnic minority mobilized
about a decade earlier than the larger, more educated, and comparatively
wealthy Christian and Muslim Arab communities; why, rather than ally them-
selves with the quest for Arab autonomy within Israel, the Druze pursued inte-
gration; and why the Druze typically played within the rules of the Israeli
political game instead of threatening to disrupt the social and political order.131

Further research would ºesh out these mechanisms’ logic and expectations,
identify their theoretical implications and applicable scope, and establish their
relative explanatory power.132 As they likely do not exhaust the possibilities, it
would also expand the universe of mechanisms. All three, no matter what their
individual strengths and weaknesses, represent the kind of research question
that a new focus on militaries and the politics of citizenship would open up.

implications

The ªeld of civil-military relations is far richer than the classic matter of who
guards the guardians, and it should properly be understood as encompassing
a wider range of questions about the relationship between the armed forces,
the polity, and the populace. Political scientists, however, have typically failed
to bring their perspective to bear on this broader set of issues, allowing nar-
rower sociological studies to predominate. That is unfortunate, both because
political scientists have much to contribute to such discussions and because
these broader questions about the relationship between the armed forces and
society have much to contribute to the study of politics and to our understand-
ing of contemporary affairs.

The military is the key hinge institution sitting astride and mediating
between domestic and international politics.133 The performance of militaries
affects the state’s standing and even survival in the international arena, and
the armed forces can have a distinct impact on domestic political outcomes.
The traditional literature on civil-military relations has long grappled with the
armed forces as an actor on the domestic scene and in particular with their role
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in determining who rules. But an equally ancient tradition asserts the mili-
tary’s potential role in deªning the boundaries of the political community. In
the absence of identity and the (at least temporary) stability that it brings, po-
litical strategizing and action become impossible: Identity is the foundation of
politics. Insofar as the conªguration of the armed forces shapes the political
contestation through which identities are negotiated and renegotiated, the mil-
itary demands entry into the heart of scholarly analyses—not as an actor but as
an institution. Studying the consequences of military service may then eluci-
date the most basic of political questions.

The mass army is today on the run, but who serves remains a question of
importance. The United States abandoned even a selective draft in 1973; the
major European powers, ideologically committed to mass conscription for its
allegedly beneªcial social effects, have since the end of the Cold War dramati-
cally shrunk the size of each inducted class or abandoned conscription entirely,
and even Israel is drafting a declining percentage of each cohort.134 For many,
this is a troubling development that will socially and politically marginalize
the military, at least in the West. That conclusion, however, is warranted only if
one arbitrarily draws the conceptual line at individualist models. Whether as a
potent signal or as the basis for a claims frame, the military’s manpower poli-
cies may continue to shape the politics of citizenship, the deªnition of the po-
litical community, and thus the boundaries of nationality.135 Whether the mass
army is permanently obsolete no one can say with certainty. Mercenaries, to-
day making a comeback in the form of privatized security forces, were the
norm until the “nation in arms” proved its superiority during the Wars of Ger-
man Uniªcation and the Franco-Prussian War; as technology, doctrine, and so-
cial structure change, the mass army may become dominant again. What one
can say with greater conªdence is that rumors of the military’s social and polit-
ical irrelevance are greatly exaggerated.
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